GOAL:
To transition campus events photographs to Orange Logic for campus use and for licensed public consumption.

In one month, our team researched over 3,000 photographer name variants.

The Campus Event Photography summer project team accepted the challenge of migrating 44,369 Photographic Archives digital images and their metadata from an old legacy database to a new home on Orange Logic, Vanderbilt’s digital asset management system.

This team also began laying the groundwork for collecting all the ACE and library event photographs in order to create a new home for them on Orange Logic.
OUTCOMES

Since the beginning of the project in June, the team has completed original copyright research on 3,294 photographer name variants. Copyright decisions were tracked in a shared document to ensure consistent results.

While the rest of the team did research, Jodie Gambill cleaned up our data, making over 31,800 updates. Once copyright research was complete, she updated copyright statements for 44,369 records. The rest of the team gathered information on ACE photos stored on multiple servers to prepare for a future move to Orange Logic.

NEXT STEPS

The migration to Orange Logic continues as various technical issues are being resolved. Once this is complete, testing will need to be done to resolve any data migration issues. We have 650 photographer names which need to be researched. We also have 3,000 images which need to be added to the database, and the ACE photos will need metadata before being migrated to their own collection in Orange Logic.

Typesetter creates Korean translation of Dewey system.